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This invention relatestovthermionic valve os
cillators and ampli?ers.

-

'

Certain typesof oscillators (which, with re
duced .“reaction".can be usedvalso as selectiveam

pli?ers) depend upon phase-“shifting networks for

.

,

.2

V

Y

the case-of more complex apparatus as described,
for instance, in British Patent No. 895,596; '-

' ' '

In‘ British Patent No. 489,849 a two-valve
system ‘is described.

It is known that an am—

pli?er- with two valves only will provide an out

the‘ selection of the frequency generated (or
thefrequency of maximum ampli?cation). See
for instance British Speci?cations Nos. 489,849
and 395,596.
10
. The object of the invention is to improve the
construction and simplify the use, calibration

and adjustment, of such oscillators by providing
(1) means for selecting in a simple and accurate
manner the frequency vdesired, (2) means for

compensating for manufacturing tolerances, and
for errors; due to residual capacitances and leak
age resistances in valves and circuit components,
and (3;) means for. compensating for the effects

put voltage which is substantially in phase with
the input voltage over a Wide range of frequency

if R/C coupling is used and certain well-known
precautions are taken. More particularly is this
thecase if advantage is taken of the well-known
principles of negative feed-back. In the Patent
quoted it is shown that if the output of such an
amplifier is coupled back to the input through
a network which provides zero phase-shift at
one frequency only, and if the power loss in the
network at that frequency is less than the gain
of the ampli?er thev system will oscillate at that
frequency, or alternatively that a certain re

settings
large number
withoutofthe
accurately
use of any
known
subsidiary
frequency
aids '

duction of the gain of the ampli?er will lead to
a system which is not oscillating but is‘ highly
selective at the frequency of incipient oscilla
tion.
It has been proposed to control the frequency
of such a system by varying either the resistance
or the reactance components of the‘ phase

such as separate calibration charts, or elaborately

shifting networks.

of temperature changes.
Oscillators and ampli?ers constructed in ac- "7

cordance with this invention are well adapted
for- ease of manufacture. Moreover, the Special
tuning system proposed provides for a very

subdivided calibration scales; ‘

Proposed method- of frequency selection

According to this invention it is now proposed
Known methods of frequency selection
3-1) to select the frequency by varying two of the
the patents" quoted it‘ has been proposed
components of the phase-shifting networks ac
cording‘ to a‘ particularly advantageous principle,
to select‘ the frequency of oscillation (or maxi‘
mum ampli?cation)‘ by adjusting the phase
to be described. Secondly, to provide one ad
justment of a component not so varied so as to
shift produced by a series of stages of resistive
take account of the residual and variable phase
and reactive networks.

The second of the patents quoted employs
three stages of phase-shift, the ?rst employs
But in each case the same basic
principle is used, i. e. that a series of amplifying

shifts which exist in the ampli?er and elsewhere
and cannot readily be compensated or otherwise
allowed for, and thirdly to provide a second
adjustment of this or another component to take

stages and phase-shifting stages are joined up ,

account of temperature changes.

two stages.

‘

in~a -_conti-nuous circuit, and that the gain in

It is also proposed to adopt phase-shifting

than the loss in’ the phase-shifting stages; then

networks which are proportioned so that the
principle referred to above is applicable, with

the amplifier stages is made slightly greater
for one particular frequency (one frequency

in‘ the‘ case, of British Patent No. 489,849, but
more‘ than one in» the case of British Patent
No. 395,596) the shift of phase in the networks
will'loe just suflicient to bring the system ‘into
oscillation (or, with reduced gain in the am

plifying stages, to maximum ampli?cation).
The case of apparatus as described in British
Patent No‘. 489,849, will be considered in detail
here since it involves fewer variables, but it will
clear that the technique proposed in this ‘in

vention can be extended‘, if desired, to apply‘ to 55

out compensation being applied, over the widest
frequency range feasible.
The ‘principle referred to above according to
which it is proposed to vary the components of
the phase-shifting networks can beexplained '

most readily by reference to a particular net
work which is combined with a two-valve R/C

coupled ampli?er. It will be appreciated, how
ever, that it is not intended to limit the scope
of the invention to the use of this network or

to this combinaion of valves.
Consider a circuit consisting of two parts A
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and B, part A consisting of a resistance R1 in
series with a condenser C1, and part B consist
ing of a resistance R2 in parallel with a condens
er 02. Then, as is well known, if A and B are

where K is a constant depending on the ratio
0f R1 to R2.
If the law
K

connected in series across a source of alternat

ing voltage, the relationship between the volt
age across part B and the voltage across the
two parts in series will be such that at a certain
input frequency F0 these two voltages will be in
phase with one another. Such a network is
therefore suitable for use in oscillators of the

R1

type described above, to connect the output of
the ampli?er stage to the ‘input of the stage.
The frequency F0 is given by the relationship

(writing n, for one value of R1 and adjusting
the resistance at R2 in proportion) and

is followed, we should have keeping C1 and C2
constant and making R2 always proportional to

15

1

w/R1R2C'1C2

(writing r2 for another value of R1 and adjust~
where R1 and R2 are expressed in ohms and C1
ing the resistance at R2 in proportion) so that
and C2 in farads.
When, however, such a network is connected 20
to form the phase-shifting section of an oscilla
tor of the type described the frequency of the
oscillation developed is di?erent from that given
by the'above equation by an amount which is
dependent on the output impedance ‘of the
ampli?er stage. This impedance has to be con
sidered as a part of the quantity R1 if the for
mula is to be exact.

where r12 is the resistance of n and r2 in parallel.

The signi?cance of this equation is that if
the resistance n is switched into circuit at R1
and a proportional‘ resistance into circuit at R2
to obtain a frequency (F1) and then a resistance
r2 (which, by itself would produce a fre

It is one of the objects of this invention to

provide networks in which the phase-shift is
determined to a high degree of accuracy by
the quantity

' quency=F2) is connected in parallel with n,

while a proportional resistance is parallel at R2

the result will be the generation of a frequency
equal to
One such network is made by adding a third
resistance R3 to the network in series with the

This procedure can be continued inde?nitely
so that any number of pairs of resistances
when joined in parallel in thecircuit will result
in the generation of a frequency equal to the

part B, this resistance being made approximate
ly equal to one~half of the effective output im
pedance of the ampli?er, measured at the point

' sum. ofv the frequencies produced by the indi

at which the network is connected.
In cases in which the ampli?er is imperfect it
is found that the choice of a resistance rather
in excess of the value just speci?ed increases
the range of frequency over which the equation

vidual pairs of resistances when brought’ into
circuit separately, provided that the in?uence
of the ampli?er output impedance has‘ been
cancelled by the use of resistance R3.
For example if

is applicable. The failure of the equation at
low frequencies is due to phase-shift in the
ampli?er (due to the ?nite capacitance of the

W

coupling condensers), and at high frequency to
residual capacitances in valves and other com

ponents.

1

° t/clczaez
as before, and C1=C2=0.0l596 pi‘. and R1 and R2
are equal but varied in an identical manner,
then over the range of frequency within which

(It is pointed out here that the effect

of the former phase-shift is to add a small ?xed

the internal phase-shift in the ampli?er is negli
gible, and if R: is correct:

quantity to the calculated frequency except when
the latter is of the order of 20 C. P. S. or less).

The resistance R3 operates to correct the high
frequency end of the range.

l

Proposed “reciprocal” tuning principZe.—Let
us consider now the advantages of an oscillator

to which the equation above has been found to
apply, e. g.‘ one in which the resistance R3 'is 60

incorporated in the network.

Let C1 and C2 be ?xed and let R1 and R2 be

adjustable simultaneously.

Then if the latter

are varied in equal proportion the attenuation
of the network (in conjunction with the ampli
?er) at the frequency of oscillation, remains
constant, while the frequency varies in propor
tion to
l

which is equal to

‘JR/1R2

With these arrangements a resistance of 1000
ohms at R1 and R2 will provide a frequency of
10,000 C. P. 8., a resistance of 10,000 ohms at R1
and R2 will provide a frequency of 1000 C. P. S.
' and a frequency of 11,000 C. P. S. will be pro

vided by bringing both these resistances into cir
cuit at once in parallel with each other.
An argument on the same lines, based on keep
ing R1 and R2 l?xed and varying C1 and C2 simul
70 taneously, leads to the conclusion that if the ca
pacities C1 and C2 are varied by adding addi

tional capacities in series (as distinct from the
addition of resistances in parallel as in the pre

vious case) the law connecting frequency and
75 capacity has the same general form as that just

2904935253?
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Compensation; (if-residual; phase-shifts;

described; for: the; case: of‘. resistances; addedz, in:
parallel; In. this. case: the; resistance‘ R1: not.

in amplifier;
(1) In thecaseof oscillators in which theref
sistive components are variable, if-‘theresistance;
R3 isrnade equalto oneihalf the outputimped

essential}.
Advantages derived ’from~reciprocal ‘tuning

principle
Clearly thegselectionof frequency becomes very

ance of the ampli?er-the reciprocarlaw connect: a

ing frequency and resistance; holds closely, in; the

caseof carefully-chosen components and a Well
designedampli?er, over a frequency'range such:
in which this invention can be carried out will 0. as 100 to 15,000 C; P; S. Atthigher frequencies
the frequency generated‘ is lowerv than the-law
be described.
For example=an~oscillatoror selective ampli?er
indicates.
If the value of
is raised the, lower free
designed in. accordance: with this; invention to."

simple if thelaw of frequency addition just dis
cussed is made use of. One-oh the-,many-forms.

quencies are very slightly raisedihut; the higher

‘ cover therange- of; frequency?? toe 1.6,000ZG.1P5..S.

in steps of 10 C. P. S. would be composed as fol
lows:

The total capacitance-'ofall condensers making
up the capacitance C1 wouldybe of the; order of
0.016 ,rf. with about 10% of the capacitance con
tained in two variablecondensers a; and 12, whose
functions are explained below.
Thezccndensers C1‘ and-iCz>would beoffthe same
order of capacity.
The sets of paralleled resistances at R1 and R2
would be identical. ‘The resistances contained

‘ frequencies‘ are strongly; affected‘.

The law, then

does not hold rigidly except at one frequency
near the higher end‘ of the useful frequency,

range; By proper choice of R3, depending on the‘
residual phase-shifts due to the amplifier, and;
other components, the law connecting frequency
and resistance can be made to follow the ideal

law. up to a high frequency with negligible error.
v Clearly, the correcting effectofjRs is limited,v
25/

By increasing R3, very high. frequencies can be,
obtained but only at the expense of; complete
failure of "the reciprocal law.
0'
' (Z) If‘ the condenser 61 is provided‘ with’ a,

in each set would be as follows:

trimming condenser a. in parallel with it, the

Resistance Frequency selected by resistance when in circuit alone

useful frequency range of ‘the circuit can be raised
Ohms

30.

-

11,000- -10,-000C.P.S. '~

10,000 ,1 1,000 O. P.S.'§
5,000

2,000 O. P. S. _

5,000

2,000

2000
Y

1Q?’ 000

5000
'

g.
.‘.l.

‘1°00

.'

50,000

200 C». I’. S.

20,000.

500 C. P. S.

1 (100,000
500. 000

I

‘
These 13. frequencies
n1ay~beco1nbmed

'- *-

to provide over-1,500 frequencies-dif

fcring by 10 o. I’. s. between 50 and‘

16 000 O P 3
’

‘

'

'

10 G. P. S.
20 o. P. s. 1,

300,000 ‘

20 C. I’. S. ,

200,000 1

50 C. P. s.

Suitable switches are arranged to parallel‘ any

desired combination ofresi‘stances;
For frequencies at- which‘ the ampli?erphase
shift‘ is‘ serious’ (i; e. above about 2.0‘kc.)'- the-vari
able condenser'a' isset to predetermined values
for each frequency.
The condenser b is set to a predetermined value
dependent on the temperature of the apparatus.
Alternatively this condenser may be, of the type

still further.

'

For example, a trimming‘, capacity a equal?to.
about’ 10% of’ C1 can be used to approximately
double the range of frequency over which. the
reciprocallaw will hold.
The use of the condenser ais asfollQWs, over
the lower part of the frequency range a issetat ,

maximumand is undisturbed;
At some frequency such. as... for example, 20.
kc., the departure from the reciprocal law be
comes- serious. Beyond this point condenser a
is reduced to a predetermined, value. for each
frequency chosen. Thus over this higher range

the selected frequency is, obtained. only after
setting the condenser a; to the, correct valueas
well as, setting. the variable resistance units. to.
the correct value.
Since, the. scale of. the condenserv a is graduatedv
only. as, the- ?nal. stage of. adjustment. of- the.

which can be adjusted to have either positive or» _~.

whole assembly, this graduation, takes. account
of‘ all the residual phase-shifts. and. uncorrected.

negative temperature coefficient, and. thus take

errors in. the ampli?er. and in the. wiring, and so

- account of theicapacity; and‘ resistance changes.
In the case of an oscillator in. whichuthev fre

simpli?es and cheapens the construction of the

quency is varied by varying the capacitance in
stead of the resistance,, the temperature correc
tion is affected by a variable resistance.
The ampli?er stage of this arrangement would:
consist, for example, ofv 2 H-._ F.v pentode. valves

ampli?er.
It should be; noticed, however, that the inter

polation of frequenciesby meansof. the. variables
resistances. R1 and. R2 will. be; accurateZ onlyv in
so far as the values of theresistances R1. and- R2;
are accurate.

R/C coupled. Indirectly heated. valves would:

Another, source of frequency‘ error is thatdue
be used with automatic grid bias obtained from. (30 to the phase-shift in the ampli?er which is
resistances in the cathode-earth lead. No con
caused by changes of oscillation amplitude. It
densers would be. usedv across; these resistances.
is proposed that if high accuracy of frequency
Negative feed-back wouldfbe used to apply a frac
is desired, means will be provided so that the,
tion of’ the» output-voltage of, the staged-n; OIQQOS'ir'
amplitude of oscillation is held at a prede
tion to the input voltage of the stage; The
termined value. Such‘means may consist, for
phase-shifting network would be connected. across
example, of a device which applies a negative
a part of the potential dividing circuit which
bias to the “suppressor” grid of’ either or- both’
provides the negativefeed-back voltage.
the two valves. which‘ form the ampli?er section:

The output impedance of the. amplifying. stage

measured at this point would be of’ the order of
1000-2000 ohms and the. resistance R3 would be
of the order of 500-1000 ohms. ‘An alternative
design of oscillator contains av number. of units;

of capacitance arrangedv to; be. added. in. series.- to

control the frequency;

of the oscillator if ' the amplitude increases.
Qutmt: circuits, '

It, will‘, be. understood that

order to, deliver

any large amount of power from. oscillators. of;
75 the type described, it is necessally. 110; PliQVide. 9.11.1...

2,549,553
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output stage of ampli?cation.

8

A convenient

then provided that the gain of the ampli?er is
equal to or only slightly exceeds the attenuation

method of doing this is to make the second of
the two valves a pentode in which the two inner
electrodes are acting with the ?rst valve to form

through the network, the oscillation frequency
is given by the expression

the ampli?er section of the oscillator,v and in
which the output anode circuit is screened from

1

Z=——~___~—R__

the input by the electron-coupling.

R1o1c2[R2+RO(1+R—f):|

The invention will be described further in
detail and by way of example with reference to

for the network of Figure 3, and by

the accompanying drawings, in which:
1O
Figure 1 shows the general form of a therm
ionic valve oscillator in accordance with the in
vention, X being an ampli?er with zero phase
for the networks of Figures 4 and 5.
shift, and Y the network.
It will be seen that W is proportional to
Figure 2 illustrates diagrammatically the gen 15
1
eral form of the networks, A, B, C and D de
noting the impedances oi" the network, e0 denot~
w/CHC'Z
ing the voltage applied to network across ter
and therefore if mC2=C1
minals l, 2 and c1 denoting the voltage across
terminals 3——6.
W is proportional to i

Figure 3 illustrates a network comprising an
arrangement of elements, as above de?ned.
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate networks including
certain additional elements the purpose of which

7

01

This being so, if R1, R2, R0 and m are kept
?xed and if

‘

will be described below.
Figures 6 and 7 illustrate two forms of ampli

C1

?er which may be employed in accordance with
the invention.

and

_

1

Figures 8 and 9 illustrate two further network
C2
elements.
30
are both varied simultaneously by switching ap
Figure 10 illustrates a network as shown in
propriate condensers in series with C1 and C2
Figure 3, arranged to permit variation in fre
then the law of frequency addition previously
quency according to a decade law.
referred to will hold.
Suitable values for use are shown in Fig

Figure 11 shows a network with trimmer con

densers.

ure 11.

In the ?gures illustrating the networks, the

The same effect cannot be obtained exactly
by varying resistances R1 and R2 unless R0 is
equal to zero, or unless R0 is varied in proportion
to R1. This is cumbersome since it involves three

capacities and resistances are shown in the con
ventional manner and are referred to respec

tively as C1, C2, R1, R2.
Networks suitable for use in decade oscillator

variables.

The general form of such networks is shown,
as above stated, in Figure 2, where A, B, C and D
denote the impedances of the network elements.
The network elements may consist of re
sistances or condensers or a combination of both,
such that the network as a whole gives a phase

~

Referring to Figure 6, when this network is
used with an ampli?er of zero phase-shift and
having an output impedance R0 so as to gen

erate sinusoidal oscillations, the frequency of
' oscillation is given by

displacement between terminals [-2 and 3—4

W

which is zero or nearly zero at the desired oscil

sense for frequencies on either side of this value.
The expression connecting c0 and e1 is

A

C

_
~ZEQ__>
R3_R°‘<Rlo1+R2O2

AC’

which reduces to

D+B+D+BD

129

and this expression can be used to determine the
transmission characteristics of networks of this
type. A suitable network for use in decade oscil
lators is shown in Figure 3.
' In the network shown, provided the ratios

5,

RIRQCICQ

provided that

lation frequency and which varies in opposite

A

l
2:“

2

if R1=R2 and C1=C2. Thus the addition of R3
to the network of Figure 5 enables this network
to be used with a suitable ampli?er to give a fre
60

quency determined by

R2

and

which is independent of R0 and if nR2=R1 and

02
are kept constant, the loss through the network
at the frequency for zero phase-shift is always
the same irrespective of the actual values of R1,
B2, ,C1 and C2.
If such a network is inserted between the out
put and input of an ampli?er giving zero phase
shift between input and output, and having an
output impedance R0 and an input impedance

65 mC2=C1

In this case either

i 0, i
R1

CI

but not both at the same time can be varied in

the one case by switching resistances in parallel

which is high compared with that of the network, 75 with R1 and R2 and in the other case by switching

2,549,553
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cases the aforementioned law of frequency addi
tion will hold.

>

10

checking whether the sum of R0 and r has in fact
been brought back to its original value is pro~

condensers in series with C1 and C2 and in both

vided by the resistances Ra and Rh. When these
are switched in and out of circuit together the
frequency will not change if the adjustment of r

'

The ratios m and rt ‘must be kept fixed.

Optimum proportions of networlc.-The opti

has been properly carried out.

mum network is one in which a given phase

The ratio

change in the ampli?er produces a minimum
change in oscillation frequency.
10

de?nes the values of Ra and Rb for use in net

WUEnomjinaI frequency (1. e. that given when

works of the type Figure 5.
Referring to Figure 5, the impedances Za and
Zb provide a means for checking whether the ad
justment of R3 is correct. If this adjustment is
correct then throwing the impedances Z3. and Zb
in and out of the circuit will not alter the fre

ampli?er phase-shift is zero)
W==actual frequency

0 represents ampli?er phase angle.

then

quency generated.
The ratio
20

which is a minimum if

(1) mn=1
('2) n is small compared to m

With regard to condition (2) however, as

is

decreased'the ampli?er gain has to be increased
so that it is not advisable to make a smaller
than 1/2.
A preferred network has the proportions

de?nes the values of Z3. and Zb for use in networks
of the type Figure 3.
Suitable ampli?ers are shown in Figures 6 and
25

7.

Both are negative feed-back ampli?ers in

which the feed-back connection is applied be
tween the output of the ampli?er and cathode of
the ?rst valve.
30 The gain may be made very nearly equal to

the feed-back ratios in each case.

Tapping down on output of network-If de
siredfthe loss through the networks at Figure 3

I

can be increased without altering the frequency

.

.

resistance 7

Figure 6.——Ga1n-;

for zero phase-shift. This can be done by tap
ping vdown the component across the terminals
344, that is, the condenser C2.

resistance 17

resistance 7
resistance 8

Alternative reaction controL-Instead of con
Phase-shift will be very small over a wide
trolling reaction by means of the ampli?er this
range of frequencies.
may be e?ected by the use of a high resistance
potentiometer across the terminals 3-.~-4 of any 40 A bene?cial effect of this form of negative feed!
back is to lower the output impedance between
of the networks, The advantage of the arrange
terminals [-2.
ment is that the output impedance of the am
The ampli?er of Figure 7 is better than that of
pli?er is notappreciably affected by this reac
Figure 6 in this respect and can be designed to
tion control.
'
have an output impedance of about 40 ohms.‘

E?ect of potentiometer on various networks
Control of regeneration is effected in the case
of Figure 6 by resistance H and in the case of
C; and Cg varied-Figure 3.—As long as the
Figure 7 by the potentiometer i2.
'
potentiometer resistance is very high compared
The valve 6 in Figures 6 and 7 may bev a pen
with R2, its presence will have a very small effect
tode arranged to Work on a point of in?exion of
on the frequency for zero phase-shift.
B1 and R2 varied-Figure 3.—The potentiom~ so its characteristic thus reducing second harmonic
to negligible proportions.
eter control is impracticable in this network.
‘ Automatic volume control.-Advanta'ge with
Figures 4 and 5r-Effect is to add a constant
regard to reduction of harmonic and constancy
number of cycles (small if potentiometer resist
of ‘output voltage may be obtained by working all
valves on linear portions of their characteristic
and controlling amplitude by means of a separate

anee is large 0. f. R2) to all the frequencies gen~ I

erated.
Figure 6-.—Same as 4 and 5 provided that R3 is

small compared with R2‘.

component.

impedance due to changes ‘of values or other
causes

pedance of the ampli?er changes, frequency for
zero phase-shift is not given by

gain of ampli?er decreases, and vice versa.
An element exhibiting falling resistance as
the voltage is increased. This may be used

1

W’mmcra

for resistance 11 in Figure 6, and i9 in Figure
'7. Then as the amplitude increases the gain

unless R3 is varied a proportional amount.

compensate for such, changes.

-

when the voltage across it is increased, such
as an incandescent lamp. This may be used
for the resistance 1 in Figure 6, and 8 in Fig
ure 7. Then as the amplitude increases the

~

’ Referring to Figure 3, when R0 the output im

R3 is in consequence made variable in order to

‘

Such component may be:
(1) An element exhibiting increase of resistance

Compensation for changes of ampli?er output

70

Referring to Figure ‘l, a variable resistance r

is introduced to compensate for changes in am
pli?er output impedance Re. If R0 changes in
value r can be varied so as to bring the sum of
R0 and r back to its original value. A method of _

of the ampli?er decreases and vice versa.
(3) Either types of element may be used in Fig
ure 7.

An element with a rising character

istic being placed in the lead 20 or an ele
ment with a falling characteristic being

placed in lead 2I_._

2,549,551.?
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12

('4) A form of A. V. C. as described in the preced

Temperature l’compensation.-——A ‘similar sepae

ing portion.

rate trimming component may be used to take up
variations in frequency due to changes in ambient

Reduction of ampli?er phaseeshift

temperature.
at high frequencies
5
A change in this component will have the e?‘ect
With resistance coupled ampli?ers the chief
of changing all the frequencies generated by the

cause of phase-shift at high frequencies is the
presence of stray inherent capacitances l8 and
19 (Figure 6), 22 and 23 (Figure '7). ‘With the
addition of negative feed-back as shown the
phase-shift from this cause is reduced, also the
phase-shift due to [9 and 23 is reduced much
more than that due to l8 and 22. It follows that
a further considerable reduction of phase-shift
can be obtained if that due to H3 and 22 is re

rality of ?xed resistance elements arranged to
vary frequency according to a decade law.
The resistance R1 as will be seen is made up of

sets of ?xed resistances, and the resistance R2
comprises a similarly arranged set of resistance '

elements.

duced.

In this case R1=R2 and 01:02.

_ This is the purpose of the inductance l5 (Fig

R1 and R2

consist of two similar 4-dia1 conductance boxes
ganged together and C1=.01592 ,uf.

ures 6 and '7).
The effect can best be shown by reference to
Figures 8 and 9.

same percentage.
Referring to Figure 10 which shows a network
as illustrated in Figure 3 furnished with a plu

'

The values of the resistances are given below.
Resistance ohms and switch position
Dial

oIlI.

I 3 I 4 l 5| 6 I 7 I s I 9 v10

I

______ __I 10, 000 5, 000 I a

333 I 2, 500 I 2,000 I 1,667 I 1, 429 I 1, 250 I 1,111 I 1,000

Same values In ultiplied by 10
_ Same values multiplied by 100

Same values multiplied by 1000

The impedance of the network shown in Figure

With the values as shown the nominal fre
quency can be varied from 0 to 11,110 0. P. S. in
steps of 1 C‘. P. S.

7 measured across the terminals of the condenser
Co will have a phase angle which can be denoted

by ¢> and the impedance of the networks of Fig

While dial-type switching means may gener
ally be used in accordance with the invention
will have a phase angle which can be denoted by
push-button or other type of switching means
Q52. It-can be shown that for» all frequencies for 35 may be employed more advantageously in some
which WC'o is less than 1, if LO=CORO2 then ¢2
cases.
is less than ¢ and therefore a reduction of phase
I claim:
angle is obtained by the insertion of the induct
1. A thermionic valve oscillator comprising a
ance Lo.
thermionic ampli?er section having a substan
40
. The same procedure can be applied to the anode
tially zero phase shift and connected across its
circuit of valve 6.
'
output circuit a network consisting of two parts
It will be found that for frequencies above that
connected in series, one of the said parts includ
given by W2Co=1, the phase-shift will increase
ing a resistance in series with a condenser, and
much more rapidly than if the inductance was
the other of said parts including a second resist
not present.
ures 8 and 9 measured across the condenser Co

ance in parallel with a second condenser and a

third resistance connected in series with the sec
ond condenser and second resistance, and con
in decade Zaw
nections between that part of the network con
Oscillators as described will follow a decade law 50 taining the second and third resistances and the
of frequency over a band of frequencies for which
second condenser, and the input circuit of the

Trimmer component for taking up variation

the total phase-shift through the ampli?er is
negligible but depending upon the tolerances al

ampli?er section adapted to feed back thereto
the voltage developed across the said part of the
network in such phase that oscillations may be
generated, the ?rst resistance consisting of a
plurality of resistance units all connected in par
allel with each other, and means for controlling
the ?rst resistance value by means associated
with each resistance unit, and the second resist

lowable there must necessarily be a lower and

upper frequency limit beyond which phase-shift
is not negligible and the decade law does not hold.
A trimmer component may be used to correct
for departures from the decade law, and the
range of frequencies for which the actual fre

quency agrees with the nominal can be extended. 60 ance comprising a plurality of resistance units
,

This trimmer can be

connected in parallel, and means for controlling
the second resistance value by means associated
with each second resistance unit.

(1) When frequency is varied by changing R1
and R2, C1 and C2 remaining ?xed.

2. A thermionic valve oscillator as claimed in
claim 1 comprising a trimming condenser con
nected across the ?rst condenser.
3. A thermionic valve oscillator as claimed in
claim 1, comprising a trimming condenser con
nected across the second condenser.
4. A thermionic valve oscillator as claimed in

(a) A variable condenser C1’ in parallel with C1
(b) A variable condenser C2’ in parallel with C2
(0) A combination of both.

(2) When frequency is varied by changing C1
and C2, R1 and R2 remaining ?xed.
(a) A variable resistance in series or parallel
with R1
(1)) A variable resistance in series or parallel

claim 1, comprising a trimming condenser hav
ing two sections ganged together with one of said
sections connected across the ?rst condenser, and
the other section connected across the second}

_ with R2

(0) A combination of both.’
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condenser.
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5. Athermionic valve oscillator comprising a
thermionic ampli?er section having in the anode
circuit of at least one valve thereof an inductance
and connected across its output circuit a network
consisting of two parts connected in series, one
of said parts including a resistance in series with
a condenser and the other of said parts includ

said parts including a 14
second resistance in par
allel with a second condenser,;and a third re
sistance connected in series with the second con
denser and second resistance, and a connection

between the second part and the input circuit of
the amplifying section adapted-to feed back the
voltage developed across that part of the net—
work containing the second resistance and third
ing a second resistance in parallel with a second
resistance and the second condenser in such
condenser and a third resistance connected in
series with the second condenser and the second 10 phase that oscillations may berlselectively ampli
?ed, the ?rst resistance comprising a plurality of
resistance and a connection between the last
resistance units connected in parallel and means
mentioned part of the network and the input cir
for controlling the ?rst resistance value by
cuit of the ampli?er section adapted to feed back
thereto the voltage developed across the circuit

comprising the second condenser, second resist

means associated with each resistance unit and
the second resistance comprising a plurality of
resistance units connected in parallel and means
for controlling the second resistance value by
means associated with eachsecond resistance

ance, and third resistance, the ?rst resistance
being made up of a plurality of resistance units
all connected in parallel with each other, the
unit.
resistance value of each unit being controllable
EDMUND RAMSAY WIGAN.
by means associated with the resistance unit and 20
the second resistance being made of a plurality
REFERENCES CITED
of resistance units corresponding with the re
The following references are of record in the
sistance units of the ?rst resistance, the resist
?le of this patent:
ance units of the second being all connected in
parallel with each other, the resistance value of
UNITED STATES PATENTS
each resistance unit of the second resistance be
Name
Date
Number
ing controllable by means associated with the
Scott ____________ __ Sept. 19, 1939
2,173,427
said resistance units.
Hewlett ___________ __ Jan. 6, 1942
2,268,872
6. A selective thermionic valve ampli?er com
prising a thermionic ampli?er section having
FOREIGN PATENTS
substantially zero phase shift and connected
Country
Date
Number
across its output circuit a network consisting of
Great Britain ____ __ July 10, 1920
148,523
a ?rst and second part connected in series, the
Great Britain _____ __ Dec. 12, 1938
497,148
?rst of said parts including a ?rst resistance in
35
series with a ?rst condenser, and the second of

